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ABSTRACT
Boundary integral equations are formulated to investigate nonlinear waves generated
by a debonding interface of bi-material subjected to an incident plane wave, and the
IRK (Implicit Runge-Kutta method) based CQ-BEM (Convolution Quadrature-Boundary
Element Method)is implemented in the numerical simulation. The interface conditions
for a debonding area, consisting of three phases of separation, stick and slip, are
developed for the simulation of nonlinear ultrasonic waves. Numerical results are
obtained and discussed for normal and oblique incidences of plane P waves into the
nonlinear interface.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear ultrasonic nondestructive testing has been developed over the last decade
(Solodovet al. 2011), since nonlinear waves are generated by material nonlinearity and
nonlinear boundary conditionsand are very sensitive to degradation of material
properties at very early stage. However, the mechanism of generation of nonlinear
waves is not yet understood very well from the theoretical and/or numerical point of
view.
So far, two dimensional simulations on nonlinear ultrasonic waves have been carried
out (Hirose 1994, Saitoh et al. 2011). However, no three dimensional analysis has been
done. It is, therefore, demanded to conduct numerical simulations with three
dimensional realistic models. In this paper, three dimensional boundary integral
equationsare formulated for a penny-shaped interface crack with nonlinear boundary
conditions in bi-material half spaces.The integral equations are discretized using the
IRK based CQ-BEM and numerically solved to investigate the nonlinearity involved
inultrasonic waves scattered by the nonlinear interface crack.
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Fig. 1 Model for
f numeric
cal simulattion.

2. Form
mulation off boundary
y integral equations
s
The model
m
ofa bi-materia
al,consisting oftwo se
emi-infinite
e domains and
,iis shown
in Fig.1. and re
epresent the
t
bondin
ng and de
ebonding areas,
a
resp
pectively,o
of the bimaterial interface. Assuming
gthat an inccident plan
ne wave is givenin , we may fo
ormulate
time-dom
main boundary integral equatio
ons, in whic
ch reflecte
ed and tran
nsmitted waves are
unknown
n values. However,the time-d
domain bo
oundary in
ntegral equ
uations forr the bimaterial havethe fo
ollowing diisadvantag
ges;
1) Fo
or normal incidence of a plan
ne wave, reflection
r
a
and
transm
missionocc
cur at all
po
oints on th
he interface
e from the
e initial ste
ep in time.. Due to th
his fact, trruncation
errrors can be introdu
uced at the edge ellement, wh
here the iinfinite inte
erface is
tru
uncated in numerical analysis.
2) Fo
or oblique incidence, initial con
nditions th
hatare give
en by zero displacem
ment and
ve
elocityfor unknown
u
re
eflected an
nd transmittted wavess at all poiintsin the domains,
d
ca
annot be satisfied unless
u
an infinite in
nterface iss taken into accoun
nt in the
nu
umerical an
nalysis.
Thereforre, in this paper, the
e integral formulation
f
n in which unknown variables are only
scattered waves from the debonding
garea,is proposed in order to
o overcom
me these
difficultie
es.If the fla
at interface
e of infinite
e extentis perfectly bonded
b
and is subjec
cted to a
plane wave incidence, it is easy
e
to calculate ana
alytically th
he “free fielld
", de
efined as
;
;
the sum
mmation off the incident wave
and the
t
reflecte
ed wave
in , and the
;
transmittted wave field
f
in
as follows;
f
;
;

;

;
;

,

(1)
.

(2)

If debon
nding existts in a loca
al areaon the interfa
ace, the fre
ee field ma
ay be distu
urbed by
the wavvefield
scattered by the de
ebonding, and the total displacement can be
expressed by
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;

;

.

(3)

Sincethe scatteredwave
satisfiesthe initial condition and the radiation condition, the
boundary integral equationsfor
are formulated in a usual manner as follows;
;

,

;

, ,

. .

,

;

, ,

,

:

,

(4)

where is the free term(Brebbia 1984) depending on the boundary shape at , is the
traction force, and and are the fundamental solutionsfordisplacement and traction,
respectively. The . . meansthe Cauchy’s principle integral, and
means
theconvolution integral. Substituting eq. (3) into eq. (4), the integral formulation for the
bi-material subjected to the incident plane wavecan be obtained as follows:
;

,
, ,
. .

,
;

,
, ,

,
;

,

(5)
,

Eq. (5) is solved simultaneously using appropriate boundary conditions on the interface
and
.The IRKbased CQM is applied to eq.(5) to discretize and calculatethe
convolution integral stably and accuratelyin a time-stepping procedure.
3. Discretization using IRK based CQM
In solving the boundary integral equations (5) numerically, the convolution
integralsareevaluated by the IRK based CQM(Lubich et al. 1993) and the surface
integrals over the bonding and debonding interfaces are discretized by constant
elements, where the unknown values are assumed to be constant on an element.If
them-stage Radau IIA method, which isone of IRK methods, is used in the IRK based
CQM, and the interface is divided into M constant elements, thediscretized boundary
integral equations at the nstep and the isub-stepin time are shown as:
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where, and arethe indexes of constant elements, are parameters in the IRK method,
;
;
and
and
are time-domain influencefunctions defined by

;

;
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e

, ,

,

e

(7)
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(8)

where
, , and
, , are the Laplace domain fundamental solutionsfor
displacement and traction, respectively, and is the Laplace parameter. In addition,
, , , , and
are parameters of IRK based CQM(Maruyama et al. 2012).Matrixvector products on the right side of eq.(6) are effectively calculated by means of the fast
multipole method (Saitoh et al. 2010).
4. Interface conditions of bonding and debonding areas
Eq.(6) can be transformed into the system of equations and solved by introducing
appropriate conditions on the interface. The interface condition onthe bonding area is
the continuity of displacement and stress as follows;
,

.

(9)

For the debonding area, three types of interface conditionsare considered as shown in
Fig.2(Hirose 1994).In Fig.2, “separation”means that two surfaces of upper and lower
materials are separated with no traction, while “stick” and “slip” are contact conditions
under compressive normal stress state. For the “stick” condition, the surfaces of two
materialsmove with no relative velocity. On the other hand, the “slip” condition allows
arelative tangential movement with dynamic friction force.
4.1 Separation condition
The
“separation”
means
non-contact
conditionsaregiven as stress free conditions.
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condition,

and

the

boundary

(10)

F 2Debo
Fig.
ondingcond
ditionsonbi-material interface.
i
4.2 Stick
S
condittion
The “stick” co
ondition means
m
co
ontact and
d non-slip
p state. T
Thus, the normal
displace
ement and stresses are contin
nuous across the in
nterface. A
Also, this condition
c
allows no relativve tangen
ntial velocities,keep
ping the discontinu
uity of ta
angential
displace
ementsstattically constant on the interfface. Thuss, the “sttick” cond
ditionsare
describe
ed as;
,

,

,

(11)

where

is the re
elativeveloccity betwe
een upper and lowe
er surfacess, defined by
and the su
ubscript means
m
the tangential component and iss the initial opening
displace
ement on th
he debond
ding area.
4.3 Slip
S conditio
on
The “slip” cond
dition allow
ws relative slides with frictionin
n tangentia
al direction
ns on the
interface
e. Then, th
he absolute
e value of tangential
t
traction ca
an be calcu
ulatedby use of the
Coulomb
b friction rule, i.e.,tthe norma
al traction force mulltiplied by the coeffficient of
kinematic friction .Then the
e conditions of “slip” are
a shown as;
,

,

| |
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.
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5. Numerical procedure
The numerical algorithm is shown in Fig.3. At a time step in the IRK method, the
discretized equation (6) is solved assuming that the interface conditions on each
element are the same as those in the previous time step. If the additional constraint
conditions enclosed by the double rhombuses in Fig.3 are not satisfied by theobtained

Fig. 3 Numerical algorithm

solutions, the interface condition on the element, which is one of separation, stick and
slip, is changed to another condition and then the system of equations is assembled
and solved again. After conducting the iterative calculations, if both the boundary
conditions and the additional constraint conditions on all elements are satisfied, the
time step proceeds to the next one.
Some remarks concerning the numericalcalculations are given below. At the initial
time step, the interface condition of separation is given on all elements on the
debonding area assuming that the interface has an initial opening displacement
before the wave incidence.There are two optionsforthe phase shift from “separation”
to one of two contact conditions, i.e., slip and stick. In the present study, the priority is
given to the change from separation to stick, if
0 for the separation
condition is violated on the element. In numerical calculations, it is difficult to achieve
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the condition
exactly in the transition from stick to slip. Therefore we set
the following condition is not satisfied:
γ

cos

if

(13)

where
/ | |
and
is the relative horizontal displacement
velocity at the previous time step.Eq.(13) means that the transition from slip to stick
occurs when there is a big change in the slip direction. In this study,
is given by
170 degrees.
6. Numerical examples
We present two numerical examples for nonlinear ultrasonic wave problems of bimaterial interface subjected to (1) normal incidence of a P wave and (2) oblique
incidence of a P wave. The debonding area is a pennyshapedinterface crack with
radius 0.5mm.Assume that the material constants for bi-material are given in
Table.1,and the coefficients of static and kinematic friction are given by
0.61and
0.47, respectively.The initial opening displacement is given by
5nm, and the
incident wave is a sinusoidal plane wave with three cyclesand 10nm amplitude.
Table. 1 Material constants

(steel)
(aluminum)

/
5.80
6.40

/
3.10
3.04

/
7.69
2.70

6.1 Normal incidence of a P wave
Firstly the numerical results for normal incidence are shown. In Fig. 4, the vertical
displacements (left column) and the crack opening displacements (right column)at the
center points on the upper and lower debonding surfacesare demonstrated as a
function of time for the sinusoidal incident P waves with 4, 6, and 8 MHz frequencies. In
the case of 4MHz, the behaviors of displacements are almost periodic, whereas in the
cases of 6MHz and 8MHz, the waveforms areirregularly disordered due to the
interaction between upper and lower surfaces.
In Fig. 5, the vertical displacements of total wave fields (left column) and the Fourier
spectra (right column) at the internal point located 0.1mm above the center of the
debonding area are shown for the sinusoidal incident P waves with 4, 6, and 8 MHz
frequencies, compared with the results for free fields that are the wave fields in a bimaterial without debonding. In the case of 4MHz, the time variation of vertical
displacement shows the nearly half-wave rectification due to the contact of interfaces,
and the Fourier spectrum shows the second and higher harmonics as well as relatively
large sub-harmonics. In the cases of 6 MHz and 8 MHz, the displacements show
positive and negative oscillations in time and second harmonics in the Fourier spectra.
However, sub-harmonics are not so enhanced as in the case of 4MHz.
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From these results, it can be seen that nonlinear ultrasonic waves like higher
harmonics and sub-harmonics are generated, largely depending on the contact
conditions on the interface.

Fig. 4 Time variations of vertical displacementsat the center points on upper
and lowerdebonding surfaces (left column) and crack opening
displacementsat the center (right column) in the cases of normal incidence of
sinusoidal P waves with 4MHz (top), 6MHz (middle) and 8MHz (bottom)
frequencies.
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Fig. 5Vertical displacements as a function of time (left column) and Fourier spectra
(right column) at the point 0.1mm above the center on debonding surfaces in the
cases of normal incidence of sinusoidal P waves with 4MHz (top), 6MHz (middle)
and 8MHz (bottom) frequencies.
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6.2 Oblique incidence of a P wave
In order to observe the influence of incident angle, we consider the oblique incidence
of a 4MHz sinusoidal P wave.The incident angle is 30 degrees in - plain.Figs.6 (a)
and (b) show time variations of vertical and horizontal displacement components,
respectively, at the center points on the upper and lower debonding surfaces. Both
results give nearly periodic motions. Vertical and horizontal components of crack
opening displacements are shown in Fig. 6 (c). The horizontal component changes in a
very nonlinear way during contact phase, becauseof the difference between thestatic
and dynamic friction coefficients.Figs. 7 (a) and (b) show the amplitudes of vertical and
horizontal displacements, respectively,as a function of time at the internal point, 0.1mm
above the center of the debonding area. It can be seenthat the vertical component
demonstrates large positive bias, and the horizontal component shows obviously
nonlinear behaviors, i.e.,different waveforms on positive and negative sides as seen in
Fig. 7 (b). Fourier spectra of these waveforms are shown in Fig. 7 (c). We can seethat
higher harmonic wavesare very clearly found in the spectrum of horizontal
displacement at 8, 12, and 16MHz.Sub-harmonic waves can be seen in the spectra of
both vertical and horizontal displacements. From these results, stick and slip
behaviours due to frictionshow large nonlinearities in higher harmonics and subharmonics.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, the boundary integralequations for bi-material subjected toan incident
plane wave wereformulated, and the IRK based CQ-BEM was implemented in the
numerical simulation. The interface conditionsfor debonding areas that consists three
phasesof separation, stick and slip, were developed for the simulation of nonlinear
ultrasonic waves.Numerical results showed that nonlinear ultrasonic waves are
generated, largely depending on the contact conditions on the interface, especially,
frictional conditionsin “stick” and “slip” play an important role to cause nonlinear waves.
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Fig. 6 Time variations of (a) vertical
and (b) horizontal
displacementsat the center points
on upper and lower debonding
surfaces and (c) vertical and
horizontal components of crack
opening displacementsat the
center in the cases of
obliqueincidence with 30 degrees
of sinusoidal P waves with
4MHzfrequency.
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Fig. 7Time variations of (a) vertical
and (b) horizontal displacementsat
the point 0.1mm above the center
of debonding surfacein the cases
of oblique incidence with 30
degrees of sinusoidal P waves with
4MHz frequency, and (c) the
Fourier spectra.
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